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At your arrival you will have to declare how your family or group is composed, the right lasting of your stay. You will
also have to leave your Identity Card to be registered and it will be given you back at your departure. You have to
read the internal rules.
You must wear the “bracelet-pass” for the whole stay; it is necessary to go to the swimming pool and to the beach,
and to get in or out of the village.
Visitors are not allowed without the Direction permission, the guests must leave their Identity Card and pay the daily
rate according to the pricelist, and moreover they have to leave the village within 10 p.m.
The Direction has the right to refuse undesirable people or tourists in excess.
The timetable of the office and other services is shown in the appropriate room.
All the money operations, like payments, deposits or withdrawals, can be done from 10 a.m. to 12 a.m. and from 5
p.m. to 7 p.m. We accept National and Euro cheques only if deposited within 5 days before departure. We accept the
following credit card:

Our guests must leave the camping places within 12 a.m. of their departure day, after this hour they will have to pay
the daily rate according to the pricelist.
The guests who stay in the other living units must leave them within 9 a.m. of their departure day.
The guests who leave and come back to the camping must inform the check-in employees about their moves or their
absence will be considered a presence in the camping and debited on the final bill.
At the Direction there is a free safe service for money, jewels and worthy objects. The Direction turns down any
responsibility for losses or thefts of any non-deposited objects.
The gate to Route 16 is closed from 12 p.m. to 7 a.m., during this time it will be possible to get in or out of the
village only with the permission of the night guardian. The bar near the Direction is closed from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. and
from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m., so it won’t be possible to get in or out by car or motorcycles in these periods. The gate to
the beach is closed from 12 p.m. to 6 a.m.
Driving motorcycles inside the village is forbidden. Bicycles must have an appropriated speed. Cars must go at
walking pace.
It is strictly forbidden to light fires in the camping.
The guests have to observe the silence during the resting hours from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. and from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.
During these hours it is forbidden to get in or out of the camping area by car, listening to the radio or watching TV
turning the volume too high and circulating by car, motorcycle or bicycle.
The guests have to respect the camping facilities and equipment, the Direction holds the right to ask for the payment
of any damages.
Parents are lively asked to accompany their children to the bathrooms, to the swimming pool and to the baby park.
The guests are asked to use the bathrooms in the specific way and to leave them in perfect order and they are asked
to throw the differentiate rubbish in the appropriate dustbins of the camping area.
Employing irons, cookware or portable refrigerators is forbidden because the electric energy is available only for
lightning.
It is strictly forbidden to damage trees and plants, to tie or bind with laces and strings any of the camping facilities,
to dig pits or holes around the tents, pour hot, salted or rubbish liquids on the soil. It is forbidden to assemble
tarpaulins or metal scaffoldings over the camper or the veranda, on the trees. We are not responsible for damages
due to falling trees or branches or due to natural, fortuitous and unforeseeable calamities.
The use of any facilities, included swimming pool, games and other, will be at your own risk.
The use of the swimming pool is free for our guests. The Direction holds the right to limit the access during the high
season to grant the efficiency and the quality of the service offered.
Minors are not allowed to stay in the village without the presence of their parents or adult relatives.
Any infective disease must be immediately declared to the Direction.
It is strictly forbidden to introduce pets (dogs,…) in the village.
Entering the camping means to accept and observe the present regulations that could be integrated with additional
rules by the Direction for a better working of the structure.
The village and camping staff is authorized to control that the regulations is respected and to indicate to the
Direction those who do not observe it. Those people will be immediately sent away from the structure.

We are pleased to have you as our guest Enjoy a happy and comfortable stay in our village

